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Context 

South Marston CofE Primary school, is a 0.5 form entry school on the Swindon/Oxfordshire border 
with 4 mixed year group classes.  After being one of the first schools to be inspected under the new 
Ofsted framework, we identified that Reading was a key area to develop within the school. We added 
the following aims to our School Development Plan (SDP): 

• Improve reading attainment, love of reading and reading culture.   

• Develop a whole school vision and consistency to the teaching of reading.  

• Begin to implement the reading vision across the curriculum. 

OU Research inspiration and rationale 

After reading the Open University’s Teachers as Readers (TaRs) 
findings (Cremin et al. 2014), we were mostly inspired by creating a 
reading for pleasure pedagogy to include social reading 
environments and informal book talk, inside text-talk and 
recommendations. Being a small school with increasingly large 
classes, we were finding that there was little or no room for reading 
areas within the classroom. Having seen such great success with a 
relaunch of our school library the previous year, we were keen to try 
and be creative with using space so that we could create social 
reading environments for each class too. We hoped that having 
these areas for each class would further encourage a love of reading 
for pleasure and enthusiasm to explore books. We wanted to nurture a community of reading 
within each class as well as across the school more widely. 

Aims  

• To create a social reading environment which reflects children’s home reading habits and 
allows children to access a range of high-quality texts.  

• To create a classroom culture of unprompted, independent, informal book-talk and 
recommendations. 

• For children to feel comfortable and want to engage in inside text talk with ourselves and 
their peers.  

• Greater knowledge of books and authors they might enjoy and confidence in choosing a 
book they would like to read.  

• Encouraging excitement around reading new texts, which extends beyond reading at school. 
  



 

 
 

Outline 

We began by transforming the cloakroom for each class into an inviting social reading environment, 
removing pegs and beginning to create a space tailored for each class and age group. We then 
reconsidered the way books were displayed, sorting through what was on the shelves and presenting 
the books in a more inviting way by having some forwards facing, and grouping them by genres or 
authors. We also kept back some books to avoid overcrowding and to also enable us to refresh the 
books by rotating what was on display in the hope the change in books would tempt.  

 

 

 

 

We have since used books from our library to refresh the books in our reading areas tailored to 
requests from individuals in our classes. For example, introducing them to other books written by 
the author of a book they have enjoyed or similar texts based on a genre of book they have shown 
interest in. This has maintained enthusiasm and sustained interest in reading for pleasure.  



 

 
 

When the children first returned to school following the school closures after Christmas, we left a 
personalised book mark and a book chosen by their teacher which we thought they might like on 
each child’s desk. We hoped that this would spark informal book talk with ourselves and their peers 
and then begin to encourage recommendations to each other and ourselves too.   

We also implemented different methods for the children to leave reviews in an open fashion, allowing 
children to see what others have enjoyed reading, once again aiming to develop a culture of informal 
book talk.  

Impact 

We have found that having these social reading environments for each class has encouraged most 
children to develop a greater desire to read for pleasure. The children are keen to read in these 
areas when they first arrive in school and at other, less structured times of the day such as during 
break and lunchtimes. When we have purchased new books for the area, children have shown a 
great interest in these and are tempted by these fresh books when books are rotated using our 
library stocks.  

Initially, book talk in the form of recommendations and inside text talk was 
quite heavily teacher-led but we have found that children are now able to 
recommend books to each other either verbally or by post-it note reviews.  
We have also found that some children are genuinely excited to discuss a 
book they are reading or a new book that has been released with ourselves 
as teachers, as well as their peers. Some children are more willing and keen 
to read aloud to an adult and to discuss what they have been reading with 
enthusiasm as they know the teacher also shares an interest for reading.  

Having personal teacher libraries has also helped to spark 
interest in books and to encourage the awareness of teachers 
being readers too. More recently, I have had some children come 
to me unprompted to ask if I have heard of a certain book they 
have read or to recommend books to add to my ever-expanding 
‘to be read’ list. They have also recommended books to be our 
next class reader or books which we could explore together in 
whole class reading lessons.  

We have found that in order to develop effective reading for pleasure 
practice, we as teachers needed knowledge of texts and of the children as 
readers in our classes too. As Teresa Cremin has explored in ‘Reading 
communities: why, what and how?’, we needed to ensure our pedagogic 
practices were RIST: 

• Reader-led 

• Informal 

• Social and with 

• Texts that tempt 

 

 



 

 
 

Reflections on impact the TaRs research had on practice 

Since discovering the TaRs project (Cremin et al. 2014), we have been developing our own 
knowledge of children’s literature and facilitating informal book talk to encourage the children in 
our classes to engage more in reading for pleasure. We hope that as we continue to implement 
aspects of the TaRs research, the children within the school will lead informal book talk with their 
peers and be more confident in recommending texts to each other. We also hope that reading for 
pleasure will also extend beyond school and involve our parent community.  

 

 


